CIREP Session
Ethics in Research

Objectives

✓ To reflect on the importance and impact of ethics and data protection in research
✓ To give an overview of the most relevant issues to be addressed when writing proposals from an ethics and data protection perspective

Specifically addressed to

✓ Researchers who investigate with human subjects (non-clinical) and
  ○ Are planning to apply for grants
  ○ Are in the process of negotiating grants
  ○ Are executing projects
✓ Ethics evaluators of research projects involved with human subjects

Programme

Welcome & Case studies on ethics from a Researcher’s perspective  Josep Blat

Data Protection from a Legal and Security perspective  Marc Vives & Silvia Losa

CIREP’s Procedures & Ethical screening process related to funding  Marta Rodríguez

Què és la Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)?  Carolina Llorente

Eines i recursos web pel tractament d'imatges digitals  Aitor Canal

www.upf.edu/web/cirep